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World Rugby Shop Sponsors Glendale Raptors At Infinity Park
by Kurt Woock
Writer for and on behalf of the City of Glendale

When a company signs a sponsorship
deal with a sports team, few people typically take notice. But World Rugby Shop’s new
two-year sponsorship agreement with the
Glendale Raptors has meaning beyond a few
new signs in Infinity Park. The partnership

between the Raptors and a rugby business
with national reach gives evidence to rugby’s rise in popularity across the U.S. and
is an acknowledgment that the Raptors are
making their name as one of the country’s
top organizations.
The North Carolina-based company has
seen rugby’s rise firsthand. World Rugby
®
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Shop was originally founded two decades
ago as a way for people to get replica jerseys from teams all around the world.
Given the number of ex-pats in the country it was an underserved market. But they
soon learned the sport was growing far
faster at the local player level, not just with
ex-pats looking to have a taste of their
home countries. World Rugby Shop then
expanded quickly into team sales and player equipment to try and satisfy a growing
and largely unfulfilled market.
“Now we’re a one-stop shop,” said Brad
Kilpatrick, Head of Rugby for World Rugby

Shop. World Rugby Shop helps the player
who needs gear and the fan who wants a
shirt of his or her favorite team. “We help
facilitate your rugby life, whatever that
means to you.” For the Raptors, this means
being outfitted in new gear from head to
toe, including the new Adidas Union 3.0
jersey, known for a distinctive cut and versatile fabric.
While the players will see a uniform
change, even bigger changes are taking
place with regard to the sport itself. This
new partnership comes at a pivotal time for
rugby, Kilpatrick said. He said he has seen
more national buzz surrounding rugby’s
growth in the past six months than in the
previous 10 years: More and more companies are forming sponsorship agreements;
matches have been broadcast nationally
on NBC; rugby 7s will premier in the
Summer Olympics in 2016.
Kilpatrick said that organizations such as
the Raptors have helped lay the groundwork for the sport to transform from having multiple isolated fan bases around the
country to a united national rugby culture.
“In the next three years, there are going to
be a lot more opportunities, and the Raptors are helping pioneer a proper framework to build this future,” Kilpatrick said.
That framework built by the Raptors
during the past decade has several key elements, according to Kirkpatrick. A facility
built specifically for rugby, a world-class
performance center, a renowned staff, and
a polished game-day presentation all contribute to what Kilpatrick calls a proper
sporting experience. “As a rugby fan, this
is an experience you’ll rarely get: a real, actual sporting team in the sense that we as
Americans think about that. If you go to a
ballpark or stadium for any mainstream
sport, there’s a certain expectation and environment that most rugby teams can’t yet
match.” Kilpatrick said the experience at
Infinity Park stands out and matches up to
that expectation and has become a model
for other rugby teams. He added, “It
doesn’t hurt that they have arguably the
best team in the country.”
That game-day experience will help continue building the local following, and it’s
the reason World Rugby Shop has invested in a sponsorship that will put their name
on banners, sidelines, on the jumbo screen,
and on live broadcasts. But the next step
rugby needs to take is to create a national
context and conversation. To that end, the
live stream of every rugby game is a gamechanger. “Glendale is at the tip of the
spear,” he said. The professionally produced broadcasts allow fans to watch from
anywhere in the world. “The demographics of the Raptors’ live stream is impressive
with viewers from all over the world, not
just local residents” Kilpatrick said. He expects this added exposure will help stitch
together the various patches of rugby fandom into a complex, national fabric found
in other major sports.
Rugby is more than a century old and its
time-honored traditions help bring continuity. Kilpatrick is aware of the need to preserve those traditions while also transforming the sport at the same time. “We respect
our history,” he said, “but we want to move
the sport forward. The Raptors want to
move the game forward in the right way,
and we want to partner with organizations
that do that and also respect the sport.”
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While broadcasts
and uniforms might
change the way the
game looks and is
watched, certain elements must remain.
“What differentiates
rugby and the reason
why people are
drawn to it, is that it’s
a values-driven
sport,” he said.
“People talk about
values in every sport,
but rugby takes it
very seriously.” Kilpatrick said that respect is so embedded Glendale Raptors fans enjoy a splendid day in the stadium as
in rugby’s DNA that they cheer their Raptors on to victory.
you’ll even find examples of it in the
rulebook. Only the
captain may address
a referee, and usually
if that isn’t done with
a “Sir” and an adequate amount of deference you’ll catch
grief from all quarters. When you look
at the abuse referees
re c e i v e i n a l m o st
every other professional sport it is immensely refreshing
and a symbol of the
ethos of our great
game”
As a rugby compa- Glendale Raptors back Dewon Reed snakes his way past defendny, Kilpatrick relishes ers from fellow Pacific Rugby Premiership competitors the
the opportunity to Santa Monica Dolphins at Infinity Park.
“be a part of a sport and a fan base based beneficial. But the magic is going to hapon values, respect, and doing things in the pen when other major brands realize that
right spirit.” As the sport continues to build if you can attach your brand to our unique
itself into a nationwide group of profession- Rugby culture, it can help burnish your
al organizations, the opportunities to con- reputation.” In other words, partnering
nect with people around the country will with rugby doesn’t make sense only if
multiply exponentially. “For businesses you’re a rugby company — it makes sense,
like ours, supporting Rugby is obviously period.
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